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Thank you for taking the Linton First Christian church ‘Share Your Faith
Class’. Here are some suggestions for getting started:
• Watch all the class videos, especially the four ‘It’s All About
Relationships (IAAR)’ lessons. (Can be seen at:
www.peopletogod.com/share-your-faith
• Practice giving the four lessons.
• Do it at your own pace.
• Make notes; familiarize yourself thoroughly with the flow of the 4
IAAR lessons.
• Seek out other Christians to practice on before sharing with
unbelievers and have them give you feedback on your
presentation…use more than one person; ask them to be your
personal consultant; do it more than once; practice/show them
progress. “As iron sharpens iron, so one person sharpens another.”
Proverbs 27:17

• Don’t fear mistakes
• Relax and Practice; that’s how to gain confidence.
• Make a list of people you know who need to hear the Good News;
begin praying for them; look for opportunities to share; go
through the door when it is opened.
• Key thought: Use the class as an excuse to give the lessons to the
people you want to share Jesus with. After all, the class
assignment is to practice and get feedback.
• Learn F.O.R.M. (Family, Occupation’ Religion, Make the offer)
Reread “Effective Disciple Making for the 21st Century, Chapter 2Engage”.

SETTING UP THE STUDIES WITH SOMEONE, ANYWHERE …
By John Hendee

How to start. This can work if you are visiting them in their home, you
meet them someplace out in public, work, a meeting etc. You can often
start a conversation within 15-30 minutes following FORM.
This is a good way to break the ice and get acquainted with just about
anyone, anywhere. Ask questions about:
F family;
How long have you lived here; where are you from; do you have family
in the area?
O occupation;
What line of work are you in? How long have you done that? How did
you get started in that?
Some may be going to college or an institute. What are they studying?
R religious background;
What is your religious background? (Just listen. No comments are
needed.)
M message; We are working toward this M-message. Our message is
to offer them to go through the IAAR lessons if they need them and are
interested. Our goal is to get to the point of offering them “If You
Would Be Interested… “
THE KENNEDY QUESTIONS. They are called that because they were
created by a man with the name Kennedy. They are TWO GREAT
QUESTIONS TO USE. I have used these hundreds of times and they are
really effective. Ask them gently and respectfully. I haven’t had anyone
act offended by being asked these questions. But if someone isn’t

interested in answering them or talking more, drop it. There is an old
saying, “You can lead a horse to water but you can’t make him drink.”
There is a trick to that though. Someone once said “Yes, that is true, but
no one said you can’t salt his oats.” Well, these questions are sort of
like salting the oats. They can reveal or create a thirst to know more
about God and life with Him.
It is always good to prepare the people before asking these questions:
“I’d like to ask you a question that is pretty deep. It makes you stop and
think.”
“Have you come to the place in your life where you could say for sure
that if you were to die today that you would go to heaven?”
If their answer is “No” or “I’m not sure, or I don’t think so,” or “How
could anyone know?” then ask, “If you could be sure, would you want
to be?”
If their answer is “Yes,” then continue with, “If you would be interested,
I would be glad to get together with you and share these four lessons
that will explain it all. Then it will be up to you what you want to do
about it.”
Who do you know or occasionally meet that would fit in this category
for you?
WITH PEOPLE WHO ARE ATHEISTS, AGNOSTICS, SKEPTICS, ETC.
You need to ask them R at some point. You have to be open and alert.
Listen and show sincere interest in what they are saying. You might be
one of the few or the only person who has ever shown interest in them
and this subject. There are several questions you can ask. Don’t attack,
run down, etc. Just listen.

How did you come to this belief or religion?
What are a few of the major teachings or concepts of what you
believe?
How does this impact or help your life?
What do you have to do to maintain this belief, faith?
What do you believe happens when you die?
How do you know that is what will happen?
After hearing their story, you can respond with one of the following:
1. I’m curious. Since you have become an adult have you ever had the
chance to sit down and hear a good presentation of what Christianity is
all about? Most haven’t. If they haven’t, I make them an offer.
“If you would be interested, I would like to share four presentations
with you that will show what is at the heart and center of it, what it is
all about. There is no pressure to get you to do something you don’t
want to do. You still might not believe it but you will know what it is all
about.” OR, another option is to say/ask;
2. I’m curious. Atheists, agnostics.
Remember FORM
When I get to R and find out (if I didn’t already know) I will ask a few
probing questions. I don’t attack their faith, beliefs or lack of them. I
don’t go off into an apologetic defense of the FAITH. I will ask them a
little about their beliefs, whatever those might be:






How long have you believed that?
What lead you into those beliefs?
How do your beliefs work in your life?
What do you believe happens when a person dies?
What do you base that belief on?

There are a couple of different approaches I have successfully used with
them. All of them are not interested but I have quite a number of
friends who are ex-atheists who went through the IAAR and accepted
Jesus. I have a friend who is building a new congregation of young
people, most of whom were acclaimed atheists that he has taken
through the IAAR.
So here is offer number 1:
Since you’ve become an adult have you ever had the opportunity to sit
down with someone and hear a serious presentation of what
Christianity and Jesus are all about? (99 percent of the people I meet
have not. So, I’m pretty confident what their answer will be: NO, or not
really). “If you would be interested, I would be willing to get together
with you over the coming weeks and share four 30-minute
presentations that give an excellent explanation about it all. I normally
do one a week just to spread it out. It would be a lot to do at one time.
They aren’t about church or religion. They are just about what God has
done and asks for from mankind. There is a lot of messed up thinking
about that subject. This clearly lays it out. They aren’t high pressure. I’ll
just show you what it says, leave a copy with you and go on my way till
the next week. If you have questions, we can discuss them, too. Would
you be interested in that?” I often follow that up with, “In the end you
still might not believe it but at least you will know what it is all about.”
This approach has worked with many.
Here is approach number 2:”
“What do you believe the Bible says a person has to do to go to the
heaven it talks about and thus have eternal life?” Most all of them get it
wrong. They often say something like, “You have to keep the 10
commandments, go to church, be good, keep the Golden Rule.” When I
hear that my response is, “That is interesting. That is what many people
think. You might be interested in knowing it doesn’t say that. In fact, if
it said that I probably wouldn’t be a Christian. The truth is no one can

count on having eternal life that the Bible talks about through those
ways. IF YOU WOULD BE INTERESTED, I would be glad to get together
with you and share four 30-minute presentations that will clearly show
you what it is all about. You might be surprised. There is no pressure
put on you to do something you don’t want to do. In the end you still
might not believe it but at least you will accurately know what you
don’t believe. What you believe now is wrong and inaccurate. Would
you be interested?” At times I even add, “If we get started and at any
point you don’t want to continue just tell me and we will quit.” In 30
years of doing this that only happened once.
Not everyone we make the offer to will want to.
Not everyone we share them with will accept Jesus.
Not everyone who accepts Jesus will stay with Him.
BUT APPROACH WE MUST!
BUT MAKE THE OFFER WE MUST!
“I don’t believe in the Bible, God. Etc.”
Then your response is: “Okay, then let me ask you this, according to
your understanding, what does the Bible say a person has to do to go to
the heaven it talks about?” Most often people will have a wrong
response. Most will say something like “Go to church.” “Keep good
morals, the golden rule or the 10 commandments.” My response to
that is: “Ah, now, the interesting thing is that is not what it says. If you
would be interested, I would be glad to take you through four lessons
(give a simple summary). I won’t be trying to pressure you to do
something you don’t want to do. In the end you still might not believe
it, but at least at that point you will know what you don’t believe. Right
now you are rejecting it for something that it doesn’t say. Would you be
interested in that?”
"X, I understand what you're struggling with. I've faced something
similar in life, and I've found some answers that have really helped me

get through those times and have a greater sense of purpose and joy in
life. If you'd be interested, I share what I learned with others through
four simple studies that take about 35-40 minutes per week, once a
week for four weeks ..." I've found this to be very successful with all
kinds of people I already know or are already acquainted with.

